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CLOSING FUTURES PRICE SUMMARY 6.2.17 

 CN17 CU17 CZ17  SN17 SQ17 SX17 

This week $3.7275 $3.8075 $3.9100  $9.2125 $9.2325 $9.2500 

Last Week $3.7425 $3.8175 $3.9250  $9.2650 $9.2950 $9.2925 

Weekly Change - $0.0150 - $0.0100 - $0.0150  - $0.0525 - $0.0625 - $0.0425 

Not much new or different in the grain markets this week.  Fresh 

news is generally lacking to provide direction to the market.  On 

the macro market front, a softer dollar index help support today’s 

small futures rally.  Respectable export sales report for beans and 

wheat was also seen lending support to the market.  The funds still 

hold net short positions, so any reason for nervousness could 

contribute to slight short-covering as we saw to end this week. 

Planting progress and crop conditions were in line with five year 

averages, which was slightly surprising to the market.  Near term 

weather forecasts look favorable to wrap up planting, and even 

replanting, in most areas.  Some talk has surfaced of dryness 

concerns in the Dakota’s wheat country.  However, not enough to 

make too much impact on the market just yet.  Some chatter about 

the slower start to this year’s growing season has given a slightly 

more friendly bias to producer price sentiment.  However, the 

board has done little to help producers make favorable sales on 

either old or new crop, and basis has done even less.  Corn basis 

has softened nearby as river markets sort out the impacts of high 

water and increase freight costs.  Bean basis has also softened 

slightly from last week’s uptick.  End users are fully aware of the 

ample supply of grain sitting in the country unpriced and are 

waiting and expecting to see a flush of grain at wider basis 

sometime between now and harvest.   

This Material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of CHS and should be considered a solicitation.  The information contained in this presentation is taken from 

sources which we believe to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by us as to accuracy or completeness and is sent to you for information purposes only.  There is a risk of loss when trading commodity 

futures and options.  CHS bases its recommendations solely on the judgment of CHS personnel. 

Check current cash bids:  http://www.chsrochester.com/grain/cash-bids/ 

Corn ended the week slightly slower, 

firmly stuck in the recent range of 

roughly $3.60 to $3.80.  Exports of 

corn are dwindling and South 

America is due to harvest another 

big crop compounding the price 

problem.  Until a major, national 

weather scare comes along, we are 

unlikely to break out of this range.  

Weekend rain totals and coverage 

will be key to Sunday night trade 

and direction for next week.   

Old crop July beans continued their 

downward spiral this week.  

Shrinking exports and growing 

South American production 

estimates continue to pressure our 

prices.    November soybeans 

reached a low not seen in nearly a 

year at $9.15.  The potential for 

increases acres due to replanting 

has the market digesting yet 

another supply glut coming at us 

next year as well.   
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